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Abstract
There is a trend in health systems around the world to place great emphasis on and faith in improving ‘leadership’. 
Leadership has been defined in many ways and the elitist implications of traditional notions of leadership sit 
uncomfortably with modern healthcare organisations. The concept of distributed leadership incorporates 
inclusivity, collectiveness and collaboration, with the result that, to some extent, all staff, not just those in senior 
management roles, are viewed as leaders. Leadership development programmes are intended to equip individuals 
to improve leadership skills, but we know little about their effectiveness. Furthermore, the content of these 
programmes varies widely and the fact that many lack a sense of how they fit with individual or organisational 
goals raises questions about how they are intended to achieve their aims. It is important to avoid simplistic 
assumptions about the ability of improved leadership to solve complex problems. It is also important to evaluate 
leadership development programmes in ways that go beyond descriptive accounts.
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Surveying the health policy landscape in my own country 
and beyond, I am often reminded of  HL Menken’s dictum 
that ‘there is always a solution to every human problem: 

neat, plausible and wrong’ (1). One such ‘solution’ appears to 
be leadership. Calls for more and better leadership abound 
(2), with leadership being viewed as the answer to various 
complex problems in healthcare settings. In the context of 
the English National Health Service (NHS), the Leadership 
Academy has recently celebrated its second anniversary. It is 
owned by the NHS and offers a range of programmes intended 
to broaden the range of leadership behaviours people use, as 
well as professionalising leadership, making leadership more 
inclusive and representative of the communities it serves and 
developing leaders who embrace and facilitate innovation. 
The Academy’s website proclaims that there is ‘unequivocal 
evidence in every sector that there is a strong relationship 
between leadership capability and performance’ (3). Yet 
the evidence presented is scant and somewhat selective. 
These claims contrast with a recent review which found that 
“although there are many publications stressing the importance 
of leadership….only a few studies provide observational evidence 
to support this view, and no studies have rigorously tested 
this proposition in health care” (4). Furthermore, leadership 
appears to be defined in different ways in the evidence 
presented. Studies which focus on CEO performance, suggest 
a rather narrow view of leadership, for example. 
The emphasis on leadership may oversimplify the complexity 
of problems in healthcare settings. It also ignores the ‘dark 
side’ of leadership. In times of crisis, we are drawn towards 
leaders with extreme views, who appear to offer certainty, but 

do so by ignoring nuance and complexity (5). Our judgments 
about the ‘honourable’ or otherwise status of individuals 
can be flawed, leading us to mistakenly attribute legitimate 
competence to particular kinds of people and see them as 
worthy of leadership positions (6). 
It is not just the behaviour of ‘followers’ that matters, but the 
behaviour of leaders is also important. There is a wealth of 
evidence which demonstrates how people in positions of 
power are more likely to engage in hypocrisy, as well as having 
a sense of entitlement which they feel excuses them from 
having to comply with the rules which govern subordinates. 
Power can have an effect on the mindset of those who possess 
it (7). It has been shown to reduce some individuals’ ability to 
estimate the interests and positions of others and see things 
from other people’s point of view. This also means that they 
may expect others to interpret things in the same way as they 
do. Possession of power can also increase the use of crude 
stereotypes, as well as risk taking behaviour (8). Powerful 
individuals are more likely than others to exhibit and report 
confidence in their own judgment. This means that they may 
fail to notice important information from external sources 
and they are less likely to take advice compared with less 
powerful individuals. This can create a situation in which 
the most powerful people in the organisation can be the least 
accurate in terms of their judgments (8). 
Coupled with the potential negative consequences of power, 
the elitist implications of traditional notions of leadership sit 
uncomfortably with modern healthcare organisations, where 
it seems that nowadays, leadership is everybody’s business. 
The concept of distributed leadership has been defined 
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in many ways, but these various definitions incorporate 
inclusivity, collectiveness and collaboration. It is seen as the 
sort of leadership suited to the complex and interdependent 
nature of healthcare where there is a need for leadership to 
take on a more distributed and collective style, due to the 
existence of professional jurisdictions, which limit formal 
authority. Leadership is assumed to apply to a wide group 
of stakeholders, with the result that, to some extent, all staff, 
not just those in senior management roles, are viewed as 
leaders. As some have noted, in England there has been a shift 
away from ‘management’ towards ‘leadership’ in NHS policy 
documents and discourse more generally. The latter has come 
to be seen as more interesting and exciting than the former (9). 
At the same time, critical scholars point to the potential for 
leadership discourse and practice to influence the subjectivities 
of individuals, ‘governing at a distance’. Similarly, Martin 
and Learmonth add their voice to an increasingly critical 
perspective on leadership describing it as ‘a fig leaf to hide the 
more oppressive aspects of life in healthcare provision’ (10). 
The argument here is that designating activities as ‘leadership’ 
is a means of inveigling employees into undertaking tasks 
which are onerous and beyond the call of duty. Describing 
something as a heavy and burdensome administrative role 
sounds much less attractive. But leadership, like motherhood 
and apple pie is hard to resist. 
If leadership really is everybody’s business then how are 
employees to develop into full participants in distributed 
leadership processes? There are many providers in the 
marketplace who are keen to offer leadership development 
programmes. The content of these programmes varies a great 
deal and some are tailored to specific groups [e.g. women, 
staff from Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) communities]. 
In general, we know little about the nature of training and 
development that staff need and we have little evidence on 
which to base investment decisions in this area. As far as 
possible, it appears sensible for leadership development 
programmes to be underpinned by theory, preferably theory 
which links action to desired outcomes. Yet this is not an easy 
task. Much progress has been made at fleshing out concepts 
such as ‘servant leadership’ and emotional intelligence, 
which have been identified by some as core components 
of well-constructed programmes (11). But more work is 
needed to understand how these are hypothesised to impact 
on performance. We know that leadership style impacts on 
organisational culture, which in turn impacts on performance. 
However, attempts to deliberately engineer and change culture 
suggest that this is a difficult task to say the least. 
Seen through a sceptic’s lens, there is a risk that leadership 
development in the NHS will be used as a means of 
controlling people, rather than encouraging them to develop 
their knowledge and skills. McDonald’s (12) exploration of 
a leadership programme ostensibly aimed at ‘empowering’ 
NHS employees suggested that this was a mechanism 
intended to encourage cultivation of certain forms of ‘ethical’ 
selfhood. Participants were exhorted to accept constraints 
and high workloads as part of the process of becoming 
ostensibly empowered selves. In this way, what is presented 
as empowerment, is really a form of ‘governing the soul’ (13), 

with individuals being active participants in processes aimed 
at controlling them. Tomlinson et al. (14) are similarly critical 
of attempts at ‘remote control’ via leadership development 
programmes in the public sector. The authors, drawing on 
interviews with public sector personnel from health and 
education, note that access to elite development appealed 
to participants’ interest in self-advancement and positional 
power. At the same time, high levels of consent and self-
regulation meant that leaders did not engage in critique 
and resistance in the face of top down reforms. The authors 
suggest that all of this contributes to the enhancement of 
leaders’ strongholds in a way which reproduces inequality and 
preserves power differentials. 
How then are those who are not so well represented in the 
upper echelons of the organisation to behave if this is true? 
Should they resist attempts to recruit them into leadership 
programmes on the grounds that these are efforts to 
control them? Should they embrace such programmes as 
an opportunity for self-advancement? There are leadership 
programmes aimed specifically at members of BME 
communities, lesbian and gay people and women amongst 
others. More research examining such programmes would 
be helpful in understanding the content of the programmes 
and the theories underpinning them. For example, is the 
aim that programme participants will build a network of 
contacts from fellow participants? Will the emphasis be 
on authenticity or on blending in as part of a world where 
prejudice is common and ‘rocking the boat’ can be detrimental 
to career progression? And will time and space be given 
to tackling internalised oppression? Or is the programme 
constrained to focusing on the external barriers to leadership 
development for marginalised groups? Whilst there are calls 
for programmes dedicated to addressing marginalised groups 
and to paraphrase the Leadership Academy, making leaders 
more representative of the communities they serve, we know 
little about how to design such programmes to maximise 
their chances of success. Evidence (15)  suggests that people 
eligible for such programmes may not apply due to a fear 
that they will be seen as second rate, which raises questions 
about whether dedicated programmes are preferable to more 
generic approaches. 
It is not my intention to argue that we should view the 
various leadership development programmes offered by the 
NHS Leadership Academy as attempts at ‘remote control’. 
Additionally, the absence of evidence linking leadership 
development to improved outcomes is not the same thing as 
evidence that such programmes are not effective. However, it 
is important that we do not accept ‘leaderism’ and leadership 
development uncritically. A recent review of leadership 
development programmes in health (16) notes that they 
often lack a theoretical base and a sense of how they fit with 
individual or organisational goals. Linked to this, evaluations 
of such programmes often lack a theoretical foundation and 
can be little more than limited descriptive accounts.
In this context, a recent call for studies to evaluate leadership 
development programmes summarises the issue. ‘Although 
considerable resources have been spent on leadership 
development, we do not know if this is the right level of 
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investment, targeted at the right people or whether it works 
in producing good leaders and improved care. These issues 
are hard to unpack’ (17). The call is to be welcomed since it 
reminds us that we should not just assume that leadership 
development is a good thing. Furthermore, it emphasises 
the importance of theory driven approaches and stresses 
the desirability of evaluation rather than simple description. 
At the same time, such evaluation presents considerable 
challenge. It is to be hoped that some of these challenges can 
be overcome to provide robust evidence on which to draw 
meaningful conclusions about this important issue.
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